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About the Author

In summer of 1991, just after graduating as a young painter from Kiev State
Artists’ Institute I committed incoherent, as I thought then, act. I travelled to
Khmelnitsky area to teach kung-fu in kids’ summer camp. There, while sitting one
night after training session on the bridge across the small river, I became accessible
to the Spirit. The Power revealed before me, stopping my world. What I saw was
far exceeding boundaries of known to me. The event that occurred there and then
turned my whole life around. Since then I persistently practice techniques for
development of awareness. In this book, there are some discoveries that were made
in connection with these techniques.
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What this book is about?
Hello Dear Reader! We – are a research team. The field of our exploration and
sphere of great interest is - awareness.
Our interaction and energy connection is – greatest fortune for us. By the will of
fate and vibrating power of the Universe, we received miniscule chance and to
acquire ability to focus our attention on contemplating infinity. The description of
incredible wonders it is hiding and which we are able to touch became the basis of
this work. The narration itself will be rather reminiscent of quintessence of a
navigator’s diary, written by different people. We are grateful to the Spirit. With
feeling of deep gratitude, we want to offer your attention, dear reader, to the
humble report of the work already done. We have to mention that despite operating
within bounds of the mother tongue, we are trying in convey in words, as precisely
as possible, what we have seen. For, this is the will of the Primary Source – The
Dark Sea of Awareness. We are only conductors…
Obviously, the first paragraph may look like text from cover of sci-fi novel. Rest
assured, we don’t talk about anything imaginary. This is not a fiction – this is an
expression of intent to know.
While simply being busy with building a bridge to the memories of the events,
experiences in the state of heightened awareness and in the expansive area of
second attention, we decided to organize them in form of a book so everyone who
is interested in development of self-awareness could have possibility to peek
behind the curtain. Of cause if you never read books of Carlos
Castaneda you may find some difficulties understanding certain terminology. We
also apologize if the text of the book will seem too peculiar. We just use the
terminology that we use ourselves to describe our experience; it was drawn from
the books of the aforementioned author.
Further to the problems with syntax, we would like to point your attention to
how in some sentences composed to describe actions in second attention, past,
present and future tense were used. Understanding of the narrative depends on
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degree of familiarity with what we call: to let the linear time go. The fact is that in
Universe everything happens here and now! Do realize together with us this
possibility.
Since no one of us is an author of any other books and we are not looking for
recognition on literary stage, we just offer to cross this bridge into the infinity and
we want to pass you an invitation from the primary source! Remember yourself,
remember how you came here, and remember who you really are.
So welcome to the bridge! In conclusion we would like to express our gratitude
for the feeling of love and support to all those who walk here with us on the way to
search of absolute freedom, to all those who became our teachers and to families
and friends the luminescent beings…
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Foreword
Dear reader, the book presented to you is a report about my encounters with the
force shamans call The Dark Sea of Awareness. There are no techniques, or the
instructions of how to increase and develop awareness in the book. There are only
my experiences, without chronological order in which they occurred and were
perceived by me. This is the power of the Primary Source. I hesitated for a long
time before I began writing. It was not because I am not a professional writer. This
very topic… to describe the indescribable… Besides, in human language there is
nothing to describe it with. The syntax that describes awareness is very scarce.
Thus, prior to crossing of 21/12/2012 I consistently avoided it. But now it is
extremely necessary. The issue is, that the energy component of human beings has
just underwent dramatic changes. These changes, however, almost didn’t touch
physical body and mind. Now, one can see how the stream of light that descends
from human Doubles to the energy cocoon and envelops human body is channeling
special energy bundle. This bundle is the energy body and now it is accessible
easier than ever before. Prior to the crossing this happened only to the people on
the path of knowledge. But now it is a mass phenomenon.
Human beings, however, zealously ignore the touch of their energy body,
preferring to feel it as headaches, moodiness, or blood pressure fluctuations.
Humans are busy with their everyday problems and do not allow themselves to
reunite with their power. The intent of what is written below is to enable to kickstart the process leading to wholeness of self. The opportunity presented by Spirit
to human beings is unique and time has come to realize it. That is why I am writing
this book.

For the Dark Sea of Awareness the time does not exist. It sees everything as
simultaneous and completely identical. Therefore, the chapters are not placed
chronologically, not from past to future but as dreams, separate islands of
perception. These are examples of my experience of Primary Source. This book is
written with intent to remind readers that they could become aware of themselves
as beings that ascended into higher level of awareness!
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Golden Coins in My Hand
May be when you were child you got presents in your dreams. When I was child
gave me in my dreams golden coins and colourful precious stones. I really badly
wanted to show them to my parents, clenching my fist my all my power, but in
vain. And although my senses told me opposite, there was nothing in my fist. The
coins vanished with the sense of dreaming. I used all kinds of tricks like gazing at
my palm or putting the coins on the pillow next to me… but they disappeared
anyway.
Of course, as I became older I stopped paying attention to these events, that is,
until one particular dream: I realized that I don’t have any shape, but I am some
kind of presence and in front of me something that reminded sea. This sea was
alive, it projected feelings. I can possibly describe these feelings as overwhelming
understanding, tender care and love! (But these descriptions are only my human
interpretations. In that reality there is nothing that could be expressed by human
language, restricted by verbalization and tainted by egoism. That is by I have to
use analogies.)
The Sea explained to me, how humanity will develop in my here and now and
what is the role assigned to me. At the same time the realization came to me that
numerous impulses-commands that I receive are directed to multiple other
“presences” similar to me. I immediately perceived that the Sea emanated foggy
currents or tentacles to beings similar to “me”. It seemingly touched each one
separately but at the same time to all of us together. Despite the fact that we all
were from very different worlds and times, certain rhythms-commands were
directed to us simultaneously. I saw how other “presences” lit up when these
“commands” touched them. All of “me” was filled to the brim by the “knowledge”.
Last barriers separating us from the “Primary Source” have disappeared. There
were millions of “presences” similar to myself over there.
There probably was time to go home as “Primary Source” seemingly pushed us
all. There were eighteen “presences” similar to myself that returned to our world.
While gradually descending through membranes of the density levels I saw that
with every downward level the things became more familiar, shape and colour
appeared. I and one more being acquired whitish-golden colour, others became
turquoise, pink, ultramarine, green… all these colours meant something for me,
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and I could read them. Besides, Dark Sea of Awareness supplied us with impulses
of energy, which could assist in accomplishing task, assigned by Primary Source
and they turned into coins on the density level closest to ours. And I again woke up
with golden coins in my palm.

Sketches about crossing the 21.12.2012
One way or another everything was lining up ready. Mass media poured out
sensational threats about coming end of the world. All kind of television seers
prophesised how we all will be squished, drowned, burned and crashed. And only
seldom some quiet voice was saying that what was meant is crossing. But fearsome
”This is the end!!!” completely jammed these voices. So what had happened in
these 3 days: 21, 22, 23/12/2012?
Here is what my mind remembers and what I managed to convert into words…
Everything was happening on the level of double. The Double is an energy located
on the seventh level of density of awareness. Relatively to us, physical matter
(third and fourth level of density), doubles are much closer to the original source or
“Dark Sea of Awareness”. Double is the conglomerate of “singular units”. From
these units consists the original source, as well as all living matter and all energy in
all its manifestations in all 24 levels. Doubles contemplate themselves as human
beings or other living creatures of our beautiful Planet.
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Thus, during days of passage, the doubles changed their regular “location”,
passing through the portal of light, which they themselves created, into new
dimension. By doing this they changed the future density of the human beings, that
is, projections of themselves. Not all doubles accomplished the passage but more
than half of them. Until now what I call “doubles” composed large group of
“twists” in our “knot” of energy. All these structures (Doubles) remained in similar
condition, contemplating their “projections”, seemingly, in same direction: if
projection, e.g. living creature, tuned onto Double, it received a little bit of
Double’s attentiveness. Simultaneously, Double itself, seemingly acquired a small
“bit” of power from outside; but if the projection acted in a way, distancing itself
from its Double then Double also lost power.
Now everything has changed for those doubles that passed through the portal.
They are no longer fixated or stationary, there is no need to play “good-bad” game,
- they can participate in creation by themselves…
Our group was fortune to participate in these changes consciously. When the
wave of energies arrived on 21.12.2012 and primary source stretched wide ribbons
of energy through the portal – we readily began to accomplish the task that was
given to us.
First, we had to straighten one of these huge ribbons of turquoise-blue energy.
It was so enormous and heavy so it took significant amount of effort and energy.
We often stopped meditating in order to give some rest to our attention, but every
time we returned and pulled again. There were other ribbons; they were taken care
of by conglomerates of doubles with assembly structure different from our own.
All had one purpose – the crossing. I tried not to lose concentration and entirely
concentrated on advancing the ribbon toward the portal. Then our disc conglomerate of Doubles - began touching it, thus creating imprint of energy for
those Doubles wishing pass the Portal, assembled, like ourselves, into disc. When
we were done, the doubles, like bees to honey, gathered and took their places,
using the energy of the imprint on the ribbon. I knew that other ribbons were being
filled as well.
Then the second phase began – stretching the ribbon with numerous new discs
on it across the enormous portal; these newly filled discs could not act by
themselves yet. It became even more difficult to pull as the discs added to the
weight of the ribbon.
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Suddenly, the wave of indecision rolled through some of the discs: they realized
that they will have to pass through unknowable,

through the portal! Then some sheepishly returned to their old place. But we
didn’t intend to give up and rushed into portal….
By 22.12.12 all the ribbons with remaining discs finished the crossing, and at
the same moment all of them gleefully soared, moving fast, and changing
directions at will. All felt happiness and ecstasy! We did it! There is no more need
to be fixated in one direction! New, incredible opportunities! And soon the
physical bodies as well, by means of increasing their vibrations, will ascend to a
new level of awareness!
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